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0. Definitions and Notations 
We will use very few notational devices which are at variance with accepted 
practice. Our basic definition is the following: a family Sof topological embeddings 
of X into Y is a partition of l’by X (in symbols 9F X << Y) if the family MX] : f E fl 
of images is a cover of Y by pairwise disjoint sets. We say Xpartitions Y (in symbols 
X <x Y) if there is a partition 9: X (K Y. X and Y are partition equivalenlc (in symbols 
X = Y) if X << Y and Y <I X. The par&ion spectrum a(X, Y) of the pair {X, Y) is the 
set of cardinal numbers K such that there is an 9: X << Y with IsI= K (vertical bars 
denote cardinality). X is partition unique (resp. stable) if whenever Y =X, thlen 
Y =X (resp. a(X, X) = { 1)). Clearly partition stability implies partition uniqueness 
but the converse is false [Let Q denote the rational line. Then xQ so 
then Y is countable, second countable, and ‘r3 
:n Y is self-dense (i.e. has no isolated points). Thus 
Y =Q by a well-known folklore result (see [3])]. 
* The second author was supported in part by NSF Grant MCS 77 -01850. 
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The paper is divided into four sections. The first involves zero-dimensional spaces, 
for the most part, and is consequently “set-theoretic” in its approach. The next two 
sections involve higher-dimensional spaces and are more “geometric” in flavor. The 
fourth section de!Tbles more deeply into the notions of partition uniqueness and 
partition stability. 
Our notation for set theory and topology follows custom: an ordinal a! is the set of 
its predecessors (i.e. 2 = (0, 1}, w” = (0, 1,2, . . .}); the prod.Jct of (Xi: i E I) is denoted 
by I&Xi (and by X’ if Xi =X for all i E I) and is endowed with the Tichonov 
topology if each Xi is a space; the product of partitions (Pi: Xi << Y;i is again a 
partition 
(wkxc for fe lTj.$$, x E &I Xi, ( f(~))~ = f;:(x; )!t and the comp~~sition $9Q 3 of 
partitions@: XC Y and % : Y << 2 is also a partition (where $0 g 4 {g 0 f: g E 3, f E 
a). The familiar spaces which we consider are ( = the nonnegative integers), Q 
( = the rational numbers), ( = the irrational numbers), Et ( = the real numbers), C 
( = the Cantor middle-thirds et), 1 (= the closed unit interval, [O, l]), 12 (= the 
Hilbert space +of square-summable real sequences), H ( = the Hilbert cube in r,), and 
S(n) (-the unit n-sphere in “‘-*, n < w). By well-known theorems (see [8], say) 
there are homeomorphisms: F - - Y”, C = 2”, I2 = R”, and H = I”. 
143efore proceeding, we would I %e to acknowledge our indebtedness toa number of 
individuals for their interest and I+ &ful counsel during the preparation of this paper. 
Among these are F. Calvin, 3 & -h +nan, and S. Stahl. Wherever possible we will 
indicate their specific ontributions. 
1. Partitions involving zero- ensiond spaces 
The following theorem, due to F. Galvin, strengthens a result of ours, and is used 
by him to characterize those Hausdorff spaces which can be partitioned by N. 
heorem. Let .X be u Hausdorff space with a family @ of infznite closed subsets 
such that licpl s IFI for each FE @, and n@ = 0. Then N a: X. 
roof. We use the well-knowll p os2b;natorial fact that if (A, : CI < K) is an infinitive 
family of K sets each of power at 1 mt K then there is a family (& : a C K) of pairwise 
disjoint sets with B,. c A, and ,& I = K for each cy < K. 
To prove the theorem, we fir? wr’!te @ as a well-ordered family (F, : CY < K ). For 
cy < K let B, ~7: Fe be such that (3 _ 0 - . and !I, n BB = 8 for ac <p < K. Since each B, 
is infinite Hausdorff we can pici: .r copy Na c B, of N for each (Y c K. Extend the 
fami!:? (M, : Q < K) to a maximal I4 lmily % of p e disjoint copies of N. Then 
X\i_kQ is finite, say equal to {x 1, , . , x,}, and :aCfc}=O. For ISiSn let 
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If(i) = least cy C K such that xi e x. Then 
~‘=(~\{~~:a<K})“{N,uf-‘(cu):a<sr) 
is a partition of X by 
iff X is infinite but not the 
one-point compactification of an infinite discrete space. 
<< X then X is infinite of course. Suppose X were D w (00) for f;on:e 
infinite discrete D. Then, since every infinite subset of D has 00 for a limit point, ~0 
could not lie in a copy of N. 
For the converse we consider two cases. 
Case (i), X is compact: If X is infinite and not D L/ {c)o} then X has at least two limit 
points, say x and y. Since X is T3 there are open sets u of x, V of y with 0 fl v = 0. 
Since U, V are infinite, we invoke (1.1) to conclude that N << X. 
Case (ii), X is noncompact: Let 11= (V ar :a C K) be an open cover with no finite 
subcover, and assume K is the minimal cardinal of such a cover. Let I;z1= X\V, and 
let <p = (F, : cy < K). Then n@ = @. Moreover if I& I< K for some cy < K, then u would 
have a subcover of power <K which in turn would have no finite subcover, a 
contradiction. Thus I@1 G min{lF, I : a < K}. By (1. l), N c~ X. 0 
1.3. Corollary. c= P. 
Proof. Since 2 c< N, we have C = 2” << N” = P. By (1.2), N<< C, whence P<< C” = C 
r? 
Remark. C and P give one of many instances of partition equivalent non- 
homeomorphic spaces; [0, 1) and [0, 1) d [0, 1) ( = the disjoint union) give another. 
In particular we see that compactness and connectedness are not preserved by =- 
We next consider spaces which are partitionable by the rational line. 
1.4. Theorem. Let X be T3, first countable, and se/f-dense. If either 
(a) X is hereditarily Linderiif ; or 
(b) there are onlv countably many poirrts of X with neighborhoods of powllfr c 1x1, 
then Q ~4 X. 
roof. For any T33 first countable, sel.f-dense space ‘; and x0 E X, we construct a set 
Qo = Q with x0 E Qo c X as follows. Using first co ,n lability assign to each pair (x, u), 
x E U c X, U open, a copy s(x, V) of the ordinal space ti + 1 with K as its limit point. 
Set A0 = s(x0, Xi. Assuming 11, is a countable subset of X which has been defined, 
define A,+1 = A, u U(s(a, Ucl.): a is isolated in A,, and Vi is a neighborh.ood of a 
which misses A,\(a)}. Then, letting ()o = Un<d,, we lhave a countable, first 
countable T3 space with no isolated points; hence a ccl/py of 
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Now assume (a) and let 0 be a maximal family of pairwise disjoint copies of 
Using the easily deduced fact that here&tary Lindelofness is equivalent to the 
property that no uncountable subset is scattered, we have that X\un is countable 
[otherwise there would be a self-dense A c X\bO in which we could contradict he 
maximality of Q by building a new copy of 1. Let X\UQ = {x, : n < o}. For each -- 
n<wletCJ,c-Qb e countable such that xn E uh~~. This is possible first since UQ is 
dense in X [otherwise there is a self-dense open U c X with U ruun = 0, 
contradicting the maximality of la]; and second since X is first countable. Now let 
where Q’ = Uncw(U& u {x,}). Then C?’ = Q, hence 0’ is a partition of X by Q. 
iUext assume (b) holds. Let K = 1x1 and let (x~ : tx < K) be a well ordering of X If 
K = &L), then X = Q, so assume K is uncountable. For all a! C K we define subsets 
A, c X by induction as follows: Let cy be the smallest ordinal with A, undefined, 
x, & ljlaCaAP, and such that for all 0 c cy, x0 E A@, distinct AB’s are disjoint, and A@ is 
either {xg} or a copy of . To get A,, let S be the countable set of points x E X such 
that x has an open neighborhood of power CK. We then let A, =(x~) if x, E. 
S &@<,A,. If xa gUflCaAB, let U be an open neighborhood of x, missing 
UflCaAo. U is self-dense so we let A, c U be a copy of Q containing x,. If x,& S, we 
have that xa E X\(S u IJBCaAg), a T3, first countable self-dense [since every neigh- 
borhood of x, is uncountable] space. We can thus define A, using the argument in 
the first paragraph. To complete the proof, let T = {xa:A, = {xa}} and ‘3 = 
(A,:wcK). TO is countable; and since for each x, E T we have x, E (JfiCaAB, we _I- 
can find countable ‘8, c ‘8 with x, E L@l,. Thus 
‘3’ = (9l\u(Yl, : x, E T}) u {Q’ I, 
where $)’ = ‘j{U’& u (~~1: x, E T}, is a partition of X by Q. 0. 
1.5. Ccnrollary. Let X be separable metric. Then Q << X iff X fs self-dense. 
roof. If X is self-dense separable metric then X is also first countable, T3, an 
hereditarily Lindelof. c 
partition every self-dense metric space? 
o << C. On the other hand 2 q:( i_: 
are three distinct partition equivalent spaces. 
others since it contains a noncomplete me 
closed subset. Hence ’ is not complete-metrizable. We now’ know that topological 
completeness is not preserved by partition equivalence. 
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ion. If X is nonempty, countable, first countable, and T3, then X K 
Lest the reader wonder whether we need extra clauses (such as (a), (b)) in (1.4) we 
offer the following example due to I. Koitman. 
able, T3, self-dense (but nonmetrizable) 5gace X which is 
Construction. Suppose X has an uncountable discrete subset D with count&i,; 
complement. Then clearly # X. We construct such a space having the &sired 
properties. A space so const cted can of course never be metric since it would then 
also be separable metric with an uncount le discrete subset. 
Let A be the lexicographically ordered l w (i.e. A = UncoQn, Q,, = Q, (r, in) < 
(s, n) iff m C n or m = n and r < s), and let (S, : a < c) (c = exp(w)] be an uncountable 
collection of almost disjoint subsets of w (i.e. pairwise intersections are finite). For 
each Q! CC let pa be a point not in A and different from pp for PC CY. Let 
X = A cl (pp : a c c} where A has the order topology and subbasic neighborha<Z, ?f
pa are of the form 
(p,)u(x:s<,x for some r} 
where u <JY iff u, v E UneSae)n and u < v. cl 
Remark. With the removal of first countability and/or regularity ot. rer examples of 
spaces can be found whith are not Q-partitionable. Indeed the Ston&ech remsin- 
der @N\N is T3, self-dense, satisfies clause (b) of (1.4), but contains no copies of Q. 
On a different ack, the real line with basic sets of the form (o?en interval)\(countable 
set) is T2, connected, and hereditarily Lindeliif but likewise contains no copies of Q. 
We now look at partitions involving C and B. Since C = ?? qualitar ifUre sults about 
one will also hold for the other. Quantitative results will vary, however, when it 
comes to partition spectra (e.g. we will see that o(C, P) f cr(P, C)). Indispensible to 
the proofs of many of our assertions i the following characterization ofC and P (see 
l.l& Lemma. (i) If X is a nonempty, zero-dimensional, self-,dease, compact, metric 
space, then X = C. 
(ii ) If X is a nonempty, zero-dimensional, self-dense, J;eparaSle, completely metriz - 
able space in which no nonempty open set is compact, then X = 
(iii) (Mazurkiewicz) If Xis a totally disconnected dense Gs-sl 
K! 
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. Let X be a noR:empty, zero-dimensional, separable metit 
rocrf. It will suffice to show that 3. Let (p,:a,*:c) 
resp. A) is a plane (resp. line) in we say n (resp. A) is 
coordinate projections are surjective. Clearly if R is an oblique plan 
lines A with p E A c lX We now claim that if 
deed if A is oblique then the restrictions of the t 
one-one, so we can map A\P3 one-one int 
3 is a totally disconnected ense &subset of A 
So we partition P3 by X using induction as in the proof of (1.4). 
first uncovered point, ps E Xs = X for all fl c (Y, distinct X8’ 
embedded in oblique lines in 3. Since ]a! I< c we can pick an 
containing pa but failing to co in any X@, @ < cy. Thus ]pI, f7 
]iz A USA:,.& I< c. Since there are c oblique lines in & contnining pa, there is one 
such, say A,, which misses Use&+ Since A, f’l P3 = P, n homcge 
can embed a copy Xa of X in A, n P3 with pa E X,. This completes eh 
. By (l&f. 1 l), then, a space is partitionable by every nonempty zero- 
dimensional separable metric space iff it is partitionable by C. A well-known fact 
about self-dense complete metric spaces is that every one of their points lies in an 
embedded Cantor set. This motivates the next theorem, one which uses extra 
set-theoretic axioms. We assume the reader to be modera 4: familiar with the 
Continuum Hypothesis (CH), which says that c artin’s Axion (MA), 
which says (in one of its forms) that in a compact T2 space in which there are no 
uncountable families of pairwise disjoint open sets, the intersection of CC dense 
open sets is dense. 
eorem. (i) (CH) Let X be a complete self-=dense metric space of power c. Then 
(ii) (MA) Let X be a complete self-dense separable metric s,rsace. Then cc< X. 
re(i). Let (pa: a! < c) well-order X. We partiti Cantor sets by 
on. Assume pa is the first uncovered point, ps istinct Cfi 's are 
disjoint, and each ~2’~ is nowhere dense in X, p a’: rl~. Let Ya = X\U~~&‘~. I3y CH and 
the Baire Category Theorem (BCT), we have t1ra.t Yo, is a self-dense Ga-subset of 
hence a self-dense lcompletely metrizable space in its own right. We thus let Cb, 
with pa E C, c Ya. Clearly we can arrange for Ca! to be nowhere dentte in Y, (hence in 
X) and we are done. 
re(ii). Repeat he above proof to the point whe,re we define U,. Our problem 
A! may not be countable, so we resort to the followi 
Martin-Solovay (see [1]): 
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t will do). Then the union of cc nowhere dense sets is of the first category in 
A we know that 1 Jfl Ka Cs is contained in a countable union Un<&,, of 
closed nowhere dense sets. Let 5; = X\I_J,<a,. Then Sa is a self-dense Gti. Let U 
be an open neighborhood of PO;. Then U n Sp P QI by BCT, whence pa E g. Since (PC,) 
is a 6& S, u (pp} is a self-dense completely metrizable space, so we can construct C, 
as before. C3 
.13. Corollaq~. (MA) Let X be a nonempty zero-dimensional separable m&c space 
aPtd let Y be any self-dense com@ete separable metric space. Then Xparritiom Y. II 
Using Martin’s Axiom we showed that C partitions many spaces. In restricted 
cases, we can carry out the partitionings more constructively. 
1.14, Theorem. Both the real line and the closed unit interval are tC-partitizable. 
Proof. The same proof works, whether we wish to partition R or any other interval 
(with or without endpoints). Let A0 be any Cantor set in R. Then R\Ao is a countable 
union of pairwise disjoint open intervals, say U,.J,,, so let Gn 1~: J, be a Cantor set 
and let Al =U,,.&Jn. Proceed by induction. At every stage, R~\U,,,,,J, is a 
countable union of pairwise disjoint open intervals, so A, can be defined as a 
countable union of pairwise disjoint Cantor sets. Let A = IJn<&n. Since each A, is 
closed nowhere dense, is a den -set. Clearly no interval ies in R\A, so by 
(l.lO(iii)), R\A =P. Si <<A an P we have the result. I3 
We complete this s&ion of the paper with a close analysis of the partition spectra 
o(X, Y) with X and Y chosen among C, P, . Of the nine possible ;;ets only seven 
are nonempty (clearly o(R, C) = a(R, P) = @), and o(R, R) = (1) since is connec- 
ted. What we know of the remaining six cases is contained1 in the following. 
1.15. Theorem. (i) a(C, C) and cr( , P) contain c, o, and all nonrero finite cardin& 
(ii) o(P, C) and o(P, R) contain c and W, bldt no finite cardinals. 
(iii) a(C, P) and cr(C, IR) contain c, but no countable cardinals. 
roof. (We are thatbkful to F. for prov3ding the essen eas to proire (ii).) 
re(i). c E a(C, C) (resp. c E since C a= C X C (resjp. x P). w E o(C, C) 
(resp. 0 E a(P, P)) since C = C X (W + 1) (resp.. ; and for positive n 4~ o, 
.Weknown>l 
P,} be a partition of 
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fewer Pi’s than does B]. NW B z 3 is ,a Baire space (i.e. satisfies the 
Ii : Pi r, _@ # ($I> 1, so B cm be written as a disjoint union of two dense G&-subsets, an 
impo33i bility. 
Next we show o E u(P, C). We can then couple this result with the proof of (1.14) 
to infer that o E a(P, . For convenience we will identify C = * 2” with the power set 
of o via the corresipondence f++{n : f(n) = 1). Let .3 be the standard clopen basis for 
2” (a typical member of which is of the form (x t o : s c x, x I7 t = @} for s, t c o 
finite). Then (l.lO(ii)) translates to the following: 
(“1 X c 2” is homeomorphic to P iff X is a nonempty Gs-set and Iwhenever 
B&$andX~Bf@, thenXfU3fXnB. 
From (*) it follows that whenever X c 2” is homeomorphic to and x E r?, then 
So choose a partition (Ni: i ( o) of o into infinite sets and set N, = 8. 
For i s u define 
Ai=(xcw:x infinite,~~N’=0,andforallj~I,.ufVN+~~. 
Then the Ai’S are pairwise disjoint, Ai = {X c w : x fl Ni = O}, Uih&i = {X c o : x 
infin ,te}; and, by (*), Ai = P. Now for each finite x c o there are infinitely many i’s 
with x E z, hence infinitely many i’s with Ai u {x} = P. So attach the finite sets to 
distinct Ai’s obtaining a countable partition of C by P. 
). That C E a(C, I?) n ~(c, ) is immediate. That no countable cardinal ies in 
) follows from BCT and the fact that no Cantor set in R can have nonempty 
interior. Since P is Baire it suffices to show that no Cantor set in P can have 
non-empty interior. We again appeal to (1. lO(ii)) to assert hat no nonemptgr open 
subset of is compact. If C is any Cantor set m P, suppose B is a nonempty basic 
clopen subset of P with B = C. Then B is clopen in C, whence B is compact. 0 
ark. If we assume CH, then (1.15) implies trivially that 
1) a(@, 6) = u(P, P) = {1,2, . . . 
We do not know whether these equations hold in the usual set theory (which we take 
to be Zermelo-Fraenkel with Choice, ZFC); but a privately communicated result of 
S. Shelah implies that they hold as a consequence ofMartin’s Axiom. More precisely, 
Shelah has proved the followinp Theorem: Let X be a complete separable metric 
space. If K > cr) and X is a union c f K pairwise disjoint G6-sets then R is the union of K 
pairwise disjoint uowhere dense G&-sets. 
u Let be a locally compact, locai<‘y connected, connected usakff 
space. Thedla there is no partition of X into countably many compact proper subsets. 
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This follows immediately from the Chaining Lemma and the theorem of 
Sierpikski (see [3, vol. II, p. 1731) that no continuum is the union of a countably 
infinite number of pairwise disjoint closed subsets. c3 
S(n) iff m C n. 
Proof. r-e(i). Clearly if I’” << R”, then m G M by standard imension theory. If w = n 
then, by Brouwer Invariance of Domain (BID), a partition of n by I” must be 
countable. By (2.1), this is impossible. 
sely, we show I” << n+l. Clearly [0, lH< R, so [0, l)n+l <z 
x [0, l), so by induct n [O, l),+ 1 = I” x [o, 1). Thus I” C 
re(ii). First suppose m 3 n. If m > n, then BID prevents I” -CC S(n:r. If nl = n wre 
again resort o (2.1). For the converse suppose m c n. If n = m + 1 let L) be an m-disk 
in S(m + 1). Then S(m + l)\D = Rm+‘; so, since I” (< Rmmcl, we have lpn << S(m + 1). If 
m + 1 c 12 we proceed inductively, partitioning S(n) into its equator (2 S(n - 1)) plus 
upper and lower hemispheres (each = R”). lx 
2.3. Theorem. rf m 2 1 and S(m)<< R*, then m + 1 < n. 
Proof. It suffices to show that S(m)e W’? Let 9’ be a partition of Rm+’ by 
m -spheres. By the Jordan Curve Theorem (JCT}, each S E Ysepal*ates R*+‘\S into a 
bounded component & and an unbounded one, R m+l\(!g u Bs). i[f S1, S2 E 9, define 
Si c Sz iff S1 c BG. Pick S0 E 9 and let !!@ e 9’ be a maximal chain below So. Then 
&mBs = &m(Bs u S) contains a pint x which cannot lie on any m.ember of %R. 
But x lies on some S’ in 9’ and S’ c S for all S E %R, contradi&ing the maximality of %R. 
2.4. Theorem. Let X be a compact space which partitions R”, n b 1 l Then dim(X) < 
n. If X 13 also connected, then X contains no (n - I)-sph,ere. 
Proof sketch. If dim(X) = n then, by a classic theorem of dimension theory (see [7]), 
any embedded copy of X in n must have nonempty interior. Thus any partition of 
by X must be countable, contradi.cting (2.1). If n > 1 a.nd X is connected and 
ntains an (n - 1 j-sphere, we rise the fact that X must be embedded nowhere 
n and mimic the proof of (2.3). CI 
ing result expands on a technique used in [2] to show inoncon- 
structively) that S( 1) << 3. The spirit of this technique also pervades earlier proofs in 
the present paper (e.g. (1.11)). 
.Let(b#XcS(n). ThenX(c 
roof. Let (1~~ : (Yc c) be a well-ordering of 2n+1. We partition H’ by induction. 
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Let G CC c and assume that for each p c ac :ps E Xs =X, distinct Xs’s are disjoint, 
p,& Us<&, ahd each XB is contained in an n-sphere Sa c n91. Each Ss is 
contained in a unique (n + l)- plane &, SO we need the 
LetsCt<o, 1etpE ‘, iet Z5 be a family of CC planes containing p and of 
G s. Y%en there is a (t - II-plane H containing p which fail& to contain any 
member of 8. 
roof of le . Let S be a standard (t - 1).sphere centered at p. If E is an r-plane 
containing p then there is a unique (t - r)-plane containing p which is perpendicular 
to Z (call this plane El). Then El n S = S(E) is a “great (t-r - 1).circle” (i.e. 
4 E S(E) iff q’ E 3(E) where 4’ is the S-antipode of 4). If E,F are planes about p then 
E c F iff S(F) c S(E). If H is a hyperplane about p then S(H) is a pair of antipodal 
points of S. Now a sphere cannot be covered by CC great circles of smaller dimension, 
so there is a poirat and its antipode on S which are no in U(S(E) : E E g}. This gives 
the hyperplane ;ve want. cl 
So now we fisd a 2n-plane Ha which fails to contain any EB, ~3 < a. Thus for each 
p c a, H, r? I+ is a (possibly empty) plane of dimension G n ; so Ha n Ss is at worst a 
sphere of dimension < n - 1. Now we work in HLI instead of In+‘, proceeding 
backward in ar; rsbvious induction obtaining, after n steps, an (n + 1).plane F, c H, 
about par which hits each Xs in at most two points (i.e. a zero-sphere). Since 
%_F, P LlpCaXg 1 q:: c we can place an n-sphere S= c F. containing pa and missing 




. ;!,et X be a nonempty separable metric space of dimension n 
In g7.utitular any nonempty finite-dimensional separable metric 
partitions Hilber: space. 
Then 
L roof. Bv dimenGon theory, X embeds as a subset of S(2n + 1); whence X << R4n+3 
by (2.5). Cl 
y (2.3)) we have Y On the other hand 
n easily check that R 
ary. LCY X be a nonempty finite-dimensional separable metric space. Then 
x ..x 
@k ““y (2.6,2.7), X << IH, Thus xx<< . cl 
on. Is there a nonempty separable metrx space which does not partition 
bert cube? 
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In this section we address the question of whether any of the results in Section 2 
can be improved if we keep the dimension down (say ~3). First of all we do not know 
whether the bound in (2.5) is sharp. For example if dim(X) = 0 then (2.6) tells us that 
x << 3. But we already know from (1 .l 1, 1.14) that X << . Some simple quesl.ions 
whose answers we have been unable to determine follow. 
s. (i) Is there a l-dimensional space which does not partition 
(ii) Does every none 
(iii) Which subsets of 
(iv) Does S(2) partiti 
emark. In (2.5) we used the Axiom of Choice to prove that S(rs> partitions I 2n+l 
This weak form of (2.5) can be proved without AC but at considers.:.?? r.otational 
expense in the cases n 3 2. If n = 1, however, there is a simple pictorial proof: Let 
A = I3 c: R3, and let S c A be the simple closed curve formed by taking an arc on 
Bd(A) and joining the endpoints with an open segment in Int(A). Then 
A’ = A\(S u Bd(A)) = (open 3-disk\diameter) 
is S(l)-partitionable. By adding simple closed curves to thicken up the closed arc on 
the boundary of _A, we obtain from A’ u S an open 3-disk with an open 2-d&k on its 
boundary. This is clearly homeomorphic to [0, 1)3 which then partitions R’. The 
reader may wish to apply a similar method to partition X3 ‘with S(1). We met with no 
success when we tried to do this; however the nonconstructivti ploy (a la $5)) does 
work. 
For the remainder of this section we will be concerned with partitioning 2- 
dimensional things with l-dimensional things. 
3.2. Theown. The unit interval is the only nondegenerate Peano conitinuum ( = 
connected, kally connected compact metric space) which partitions the plane. 
Proof. Of course I<< R2, so suppose X is another nondegenerate I?eano continuum 
which parti! ions 2. Then by (2.3) X cannot be S(1). We now resort o the following 
results of P .L. Mc:ore. 
Lemma. (i) ([S]) Let I’be a nondegenerate Peano continuum. Den 5% either an arc, a 
simple closed curve, or a space containing an embedded triod ( = three arcs joined at a 
common endpoint). 
(ii) ([4)) There is no uncountable planar collection of pairwise disjoint tr:ods. 
This lemma, coupled with (2.1), gives an immediate contradiction. 
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In iight of the fact that S(1) does not partition S(2), together with the relatively 
straightforward classification theorem for compact connected 2-manifolds (see [6]), 
it seems reasonaul, _ %*ato ask which of these manifolds can be partitioned by the circle. 
The answer, discovered with the much-appreciated help of S. Stahl is the following. 
J&,3, Theorem. The form and the E&in bottle Q the only compact connected 
2-man#bibs which are S(1)qzrtitionable. 
&y)of Ple*d-- . V8Ua1 ay the toi US and the Klein bottle are S( 1).partitionable. So let M be a 
compact connected orientable 2-manifold and let 9’ be a covering of M by pairwise 
disjoint simple closed curves. Restricting ourselves to the orientable case will suffice 
since every r?onorientable Zmanifold has a two-sheeted orie table covering space. 
Thus if M ivere nonorientable with w : lb M the abo mentioned covering 
projection, then for each S E 9, a-‘(S) would be a union of at mos two simple cl~%! 
curves. This would mean l1 that S(1) c( 2, hence 2 would 3c torus (given the 
theorem in the orientable case) and A4 would therefore be a Klein bottle. 
Let S E 149 We can assume that S is tame so that there is a regular neighborhood Li’ 
of S in M w?th U = S x [0, l]= Let MS be the result of removing Int( U) from M and 
identifying the two boundary circles to points p, q. Then MS is an orientable compact 
2-manifold with atmost two components. Moreover S(1) <C A&\(pl q}; and since S 
does not ba!tind acl,isk in M [otherwise S( 1) <<: R2]t the genus of each component of 
MS is less than that of .M. Let MI, M2 be the eomponents of MS, say p E 
[even if Ml .+ M-2, each component intersects Cp, q}]. Then w(S) naturally splits into 
Y1? 92, partitions of Ml\b}, Mz\{q} respectively. We now repeat he process outlined 
above for Ml, M2, iterating until, after a finite number of steps, we obtain a disjoint 
union of 2..spheres &, . . . , C,, and finite sets fi c Z;; i s n, such that S( 1) << Xi\Fi for 
each i 6 ra. Moreover it is easy to check that if the genus of M is at least 2 then for 
slorne i s n, /Fit a 3. We are done, therefore, once we prove the following. 
Le au Ecih F be a finite subset of S(2) with at least three points. Then S(1) r;C S(2)\F. 
roof of lelrarna. We proceed by induction on IFI. Suppose first that F = (PI, pz, ~3) 
and that 9 is qa partition of S(2)\17 into simple closed curves. For i = 1,2,3 define 
< i on 5@ a. follows: Let S E 9, define Bi to be en connected mmponsnt of 
S(2)\S not :ontaining pi. Then define S’ < i S if S’ (as in the proof of (2.3)). For 
simplicity let 2 = 3, and let < be c 3. If Bs n (PI, ~2) is empty we get a contradiction in 
the same way we show S(l)$ 2. Thus we partition 9 into 91, 92, 9’3, where for 
i = 1,2, S E Yi iff Bs n (pl, ~2) = (pi); and S E 9’3 ik’f pl, p2 E .Bs. 
Claim (i:. 9’3 is nonempty. Otherwise we let 
A.i=(pi)U~~:SE~~, i= I,%. 
Then (A 1, L’ 12) forms a partition of S(2)\(p3} = *. Now Ai is either open (i 
is nonempi:y and has no maximal element) or closed (i.e. when either Yi = 
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a maximal element). Since is connected we can assume AL 1 is closed, A2 is open. 
Then A1 is either a point or a closed disk; whence A2 cannot be simply connected. 
But on the contrary, AZ is a chain union of open :.Iisks and is therefore contractible. 
Claim (ii). 93 has no minimal element. Otherwise, if S is minimal in ,Y& then 
& = n{&: S’ E 9’3); hence 9’1 u 92 partitions &\{pl, ~2). But this would imply that 
R*\(two points) is partitionable by simple closed curves, none of which enclose both 
points. This possibility was excluded in Claim (I). 
Now the assertion that 93 is nonempty and has no minimal element in the 
<3-ordering says that L& has no maximal element in the + Or +-orderings. Thus 
(p3}~iJ~3 is a union of open disks; whence u9’3 is nonempty open in S(2)\1;: 
Similarly we show that UL&, uY2 are nonempty open sets, disconnecting S(Z!)\,F, a 
contradiction. 
So assume for the inductive step that F = @I, . e . , p,}, n > 3. If 9 is a partitior of 
§(2)\F into simple closed curves and SE 9 encloses (with respect o < = cn) 1 .c k 
<n - 1 points of F, then we can partition R*\(k points), hence S(2)\(k + 1 points) into 
simple closed curves. But our inductive hypothesis bars this. Thus %=UlriGn% 
where for 1 G i < n, S E 9i iff Bs n F\(p,,) = (pi); and S E 5?., iff F&,J c Bsw We then 
show directly as before that each USP, is nonempty open in S(2)\F; this being a 
disconnection of a connected space. This proves the lens -ZZP and thereby the t’heorem. 
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Putting (3.2) and (3.3) tegether yields the following rather general statement. 
3.4. Caaollary. Let X be a nondegenerate Peano ci.yBGnuum, with M a compact 
connected 2 -manifold, X it M. Then’ X GC M # either 
(a) X -1; or 
(b) X = S( 1) and M is either a torus or r;l Klein bottle. 
Proof. Suppose X << M Then X can contain no embedded triods (see (2.1), (3.2)). 
Thus either X = I or X = S(1). If the latter holds then M musk: be a torus or a Klein 
bottle by (3.3). 
Conversely, suppose X = I. Then X << M since M can be written as a disjoint union 
of handles (each being = 4”(1 j x I), ~zosscaps (each being an annuius with antipodal 
points on the outer circle identified), and a 2-sprl-1 “‘e=“e with fini.tely many closed arcs 
removed. On the o her hand if X = S( 1) and M is a torus or Klein bottle then clearly 
x<<A4. c3 
4. Partition equivalence 
The relation of partition equivalence, aside from leaving cardtnality and dimen- 
sion (in the separable metric case) intact, does not preserve very many topologic,al 
properties. Examples we have presented show that compactness, connectedrress: and 
completeness are among these properties. If we look at thlt nonmetrizable case, we 
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find that N”l z 2”1, hence even normality is not preserved [that N”l is not normal is a 
famous theorem of 
In this section we be interested mainly in the partition-equivalence types of 
various spaces. The partition unique spaces are thus i resting because their 
=-types are the sam s their = -types. We saw earlier th s partition unique but 
not partition stable. also has this property. We will show that all manifolds which 
are either open (i.e. local1 yEuclidean) or compact are in& cl partition stable. To this 
end we define a space X to be strongly (resp. weukly) Brouwer if whenever h :X 3 X 
is an embedding then h[X] is open (resp. has nonempty interior) in X 
4.1. Theerem. Let X be a connected space. Then X is partition stable if either 
(a) X is strong!y Brouwer ; or 
(b) Xis weakly Brouwer, locally connected, compact T2, and satisfies the countable 
chain condition. 
roof. Suppose (a). Then X is partition stable simply by connectedness. If (b) holds 
we resort to (2.1) for the conclusion. cl 
4.2. CoroUary. If M is a connected manifold which is either open or compact, hen M 
is partition .gtabie. 
roof. If .M is open then M is strongly Brouwer since BID holds for all locally 
Euclidean E paces. If M is compact let 8M denote the boundary of M, with h : M + M 
an embedding. Then h[M\&W$ M\aM; whence M is weak Brouwer. M also 
satisfies all ,the other hypotheses of (4.1(b)), so the concl&on follows. cl 
ark. There are connected manifolds which are not partition unique; namely the 
half-open unit interval is partition equivalent o a disjoint union of two copies of 
itself. 
b@rck’m. Any compact Hausdorff space of power CC is partition stable. 
Proof. Repeated application of a ielf-partitioning of X yields a tree of closed subsets 
of X, ordered by inclusion. By compactness, each branch of the tree (of which there 
are at least c) realizes a distinct point of X 
Significa:lt among those spaces which are not partition unique are the Cantor set 
and ?he Iii1 Bert cube; and we can say very little by way of a reasonable determination 
of either of their = - -types. As far as partial answers go we have Corollary (2.8) as well 
as the following corollary of (1.1 1, 1. 
be a nonempty co lete, separable, ztro- 
c1 
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